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INTRODUCTION



We care about our work as much as the people we work for and with, and we aspire to be recognised for 
our expert level of care and attention to detail.

We provide a distinctly high-touch, high-value service across everything we do, yielding high-quality results 
for all involved.

From concept design and master planning to interiors and detail design, and with a passion for rugged and 
natural landscapes, we specialise in Architecture, Master Planning, Urban and Interior Design.

Introduction

Our love of design and architecture 
and desire to empower and inspire 
are the compelling force behind 
the business.
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Introduction

What Drives Us

Level Up
In everything we do, we aim to 
beat the benchmark

On the Level
We are straightforward, pragmatic, 
honest, and direct

A Level Playing Field
We hire, buy, and compete for work 
based entirely on merit

Next Level
We consider every project solution 
over-and-above the norm. We push 
ourselves to find a higher level of 
creativity, inspiration, and 
effectiveness

Level-Headed
We are mature, considered, and 
experienced. We work smart and 
leverage global best practice to 
deliver outstanding design
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Introduction

Our Vision

Developers with vision 
choose us.

Talents with ambition 
choose us.

Partners with integrity 
choose us.
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Introduction

Our Values

We prioritise integrity over 
everything else.

We respect those we work with, 
from the meeting room to the 

building site.

Our humility allows us to 
maintain a culture of openness, 

trust, and recognition.

We communicate to ensure 
that expectations are met 
and conflicts mitigated.

We are agile and flexible, working 
to a variety of briefs and meeting 

deadlines head-on.

Importantly, we have fun 
because we love what we do.



v

Don Conning
Founder

Don has 30 years of experience working on Architecture, Urban designs 
across Asia and strives to ensure an unforgettable experience as a 
consultant and designer. His passion for architecture and design is 
infectious, while his attention to detail is only surpassed by his evident 
care for his clients’ needs and expectations. Don’s level-headed 
approach to business and design make him a highly sought-after partner 
and mentor.

Principal and Founder
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Reli Levin
Design Director

Reli is a Qualified Interior Designer with over 20 years of international expertise in commercial, 
residential and hospitality sector across Canada, Middle East and Asia. Her extensive experience covers 
all aspects of the design and construction process from concept to site development and completion. Reli 
is passionate about design and leading projects across a few continents makes her a valuable asset to 
any project. With extensive knowledge and experience in the selection and sourcing of FFE, Reli is the 
key link within  in the Hospitality design team.

Design Direction Interior 

v
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Tran Anh Phuong
Senior Architect

Dedicated and detailed in all she 
does, Phuong’s accuracy and 
precision are much-appreciated 
assets to the company. Her expertise 
in BIM software, particularly REVIT, 
puts her on a higher level with 
colleagues and clients alike, ensuring 
accelerated design processes and 
transparent communications. Phuong 
is meticulous, steadfast, and a key 
contributor to the company. We are 
pleased to have Ms. Phuong as our 
most Senior Architect within our 
design team bringing order and 
purpose to the design studio.

Our Key Team Members
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Architect

A Jnr Architect with strong presentation 
and design skills, with 3 years post 
graduate experience. Graduating from 
HCMC University of Technology in 
2018. An “AYDA Asia Young Designer 
Award” winner in 2017 and trained in 
the Vietnam Green Building Standard 
‘Lotus’. Experienced in Landscape and 
Commercial Architecture with strong 
ability in material selection and 
procurement with an intermediate 
understanding of the Vietnamese 
Building Code. 

vv

Nguyen Dao Minh Ngoc

v

Michele is an Italian born-Australian 
architect with more than 25 years of 
professional design and site 
construction experience, being 
developed through a consistent 
array of works and projects in Italy, 
Australia, Vietnam and lately in 
Cambodia. Michele is seen as an 
all-rounded architect. He is 
particularly experienced in 
architectural and interior design 
across a wide range of sectors 
including office, residential, retail, 
hospitality, and mixed-use projects.

Level Associate

Michele Bravin
v

Nguyen Thi Thuy Trang
Senior Architect

A strong Concept and Detail design 
Architect with over 15 years of 
experience, 6 years working with Don 
Conning on projects in Vietnam and 
Overseas. With a good knowledge of 
Planning and Construction regulations 
Tram is a valuable member of the 
Level Team. With a Level disposition 
and great under pressure we can 
always count on her to have the team 
organised and meet the project 
deadline with a quality and Level Up 
Deliverable.
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Our Key Team Members
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As a silent contributor at Level 
Architect, Quyen plays a role to 
ensure the overall office operation 
runs smoothly and efficiently. 
Quyen has in excess of 7 years as 
a project manager for various new 
and existing properties in Vietnam. 
Her experiences include setting up 
new offices and managing existing 
offices for the projects under her 
responsibility. she is bilingual and 
brings years of experience working 
directly with client's satisfaction. 
Developing close relationship and 
obtaining repeat business.

Office Secretary

Quyen PhamNguyen Thi Xuan Trang
Jnr Architect

A Graduate from the HCMC Bach 
Khoa University, an award-winning 
Graduate student we are happy to 
have Ms. Trang as part of the LA 
design Studio. Experienced working 
within an International company with a 
background of work with Obayashi; 
Ms. Trang understand s the demands 
of fast-track design, coordination on 
large commercial projects. Strong 
Revit Documentation skills ensures 
that Trang is a key member of our 
design team contributing to the 
successful implementation of our 
projects.

vv

Hoang Khanh Ha
Junior Architect

A Jnr Architect with strong Concept 
Design experience working in 
Vietnam for 3 years; a graduate from 
the Ho Chi Minh City University of 
Architecture. Possess strong skills in 
Architectural Visualisations and use 
of parametric modelling Software. An 
award winning “Young Design 
Awards 2015” Architect. Ngoc is 
strong in Design Collaboration with 
good understanding of modern 
Building Types and Forms.

Bui Long An
Junior Architect

Graduated from the University of 
Architecture Ho Chi Minh City, Mr An 
is enthusiastic in his Love for 
Architectural Design constantly 
striving to improve his design skills 
and knowledge in Architectural 
Design. With experience working 
within the local market for 4 years Mr. 
An has a knowledge of building 
codes and practice and has already 
accomplished the design and 
construction of some small private 
Residential works in Ho Chi Minh 
City. 
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Clients

Our Clients

WTO HANOI



Design solutions

Sustainability LEVEL Architect is an active member of the Vietnam Green 
Building Council and has decades of experience delivering 
designs which attained Platinum and Gold LEED-
certification. We believe strongly in our responsibility to deliver 
environmentally sound designs within our client's budget.
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Design Sector

Design Sector 
Experience 
Commercial Office
Retail
Mixed Use
Hospitality
Residential
Urban Design
Public Buildings
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Design and Delivery

Design and Delivery

We believe creativity and design exploration involves a 
combination of traditional sketching, physical modelling and 
modern visualization techniques including virtual reality. 
Utilization of these tools delivers a fully considered, creative, 
sustainable and solid response to the brief. We reward risk 
taking in creativity in the search for unique design.

Architecture
Interior Design
Urban Design
Master Planning

v



Design and Delivery

Level Architect
Plan of Work

Stage 0

0 – Strategic Definition
1 – Preparation and Briefing
2 – Concept Design
3 – Spatial Coordination
4 – Technical Design
5 – Construction
6 – Handover
7 – Use

The first stage of the Plan of Work loosely 
outlines a project brief and identifies the 
defining criteria of your project, your 
personal priorities, and your design 
ambition.

Stage 1
Preparation and Briefing, as the name 
suggests, uses the information gathered at the 
previous stage to draft an initial project brief:

Stage 2
Stages 2, 3 and 4 are the main design 
stages of the plan of work. Stage 2 is 
Concept Design, and this is likely the stage 
at which the client receives the 
first visualisations or drawings of the design 
ideas developed from the project brief.

Stage 3
The Spatial Coordination stage is where a 
coordinated design really takes form. 
Continuing from a settled concept design, the 
project is drawn up more clearly in CAD and 
developed alongside structural design, building 
services and a cost exercise. This would include 
the Basic Design submission.

Stage 4
Technical Design is a refinement of the 
existing design, essentially preparing the 
necessary drawings and documentation 
for tendering. This would include the 
Ministry of Construction submission.

Stage 5
Stage 5 signifies the start of Construction. The 
design is generally considered as complete at 
the start of the Construction stage. This would 
include the final construction Drawings, and the 
Authorship supervision.

Stage 6
Stage 6 of the Plan of Works is the 
Handover phase. This stage concludes all 
aspects of the Building Contract, including 
rectifying any defects on the Contractor’s 
part and producing the final certificate on 
the Contract Administrator’s part.

Stage 7
The in-use stage of the Plan of Work exists 
as a form of aftercare service for the Client. 
This may include any requests for as-built 
drawings, any discussions regarding future 
alterations or additional work.



OUR WORK



COMMERCIAL OFFICE 
BUILDING
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79 Robinson Road
Singapore
Type Grade A Commercial Office
Client CapitaLand Limited
Size 80,000 sqm, 1 Basement
Project Involvement Project Director
Status Built 2021

79 Robinson Road is a 30-storey Grade-A office tower with 
F&B amenities, located in Singapore’s prime CBD. The tower 
meets the client’s aspirations to develop a modern building 
that caters to information technology, communications and 
media, banking, insurance companies, and professional 
services alike. The façade is designed with a random grid of 
sloping glass panels creating an interesting texture to this 
tower and performing as solar control allowing the glass to be 
specified to improve views from the exterior of the city and 
harbor areas. The podium is elevated above the street level to 
provide enough space to plan a large building lobby with F&B, 
coworking amenity for the development. A hospitality look and 
feel was brought to the public spaces, a deliberate move to 
create a less corporate building for corporates.

Our Work

v
vv
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Viettel HQ
Hanoi, Vietnam
Type Headquarters Office Building
Client Viettel
Size 25,000 sqm, 3 Basements
Project Involvement Project Director
Status Design Completed 2017

The Viettel Headquarters building was designed to embrace 
change. A building that accommodates the fast pace of work 
and life is timeless and will last for generations. The Viettel 
building's design redefines how an office building supports the 
work and culture of a company founded on solid roots and 
leads the technology market with innovation as the central 
focus for the company's future. Integrating work and 
landscape spaces, we created a strong corporate identity 
inclusive of environmental sustainability and urban 
biodiversity, contributing to a responsible, productive, and 
attractive workplace. 

Our Work
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ACLEDA Bank HQ
Phnom Penh, Cambodia
Type Bank HQ Office Building
Client Acleda Bank
Size 45,000 sqm GFA
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Built 2015

As Cambodia’s largest financial institution, ACLEDA 
commissioned an extension to their existing headquarters.

We became intimately involved in ACLEDA’s organisation and 
played an essential role in the third phase of their market 
evolution and repositioning as Cambodia’s most modern 
organisation. In designing the extension, it was vital that 
operations run smoothly between it and the existing complex. 
We implemented an atrium to be the main entrance and serve 
as the nucleus between the two buildings. Today, the building 
represents the scale and importance of the bank and overall 
project.

Our Work
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AIA Tower
Hong Kong, PRC

Type Commercial Office Building
Client AIG, CapitaLand
Size 60,000 sqm
Project Involvement Design Architect
Status Built 2007

Located in the Hong Kong Central Business District on the historic 
Furama Hotel site, the design of this tower for AIG reset all of the 
planning rules in Hong Kong. We convinced the planning authority to 
change the site’s permissible coverage ratio from 65% to 85% at a 
height of 70m above Ground floor. This change permitted the client to 
maximise the office floor plate creating an office area which was most 
suited to the Grade A building function; and allowing AIG to create their 
HQ office space in the style and quality they are accustomed. The 
iconic shape was also derived from this change in planning laws with 
the floor plates reducing to 65% ratio in the upper levels of the building 
it made sense to create a tower with this sail like form. The Ground and 
first floors where dedicated to public transit and incorporating a minibus 
depot. The space the developer dedicated to public use was returned 
four times by the government in the form of sqm to be allocated as 
office space within the tower. In a win win situation bothe the client and 
public benefitted in this innovative design and approach to Town 
Planning.

Our Work

v
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Chater House
Hong Kong, PRC
Type Grade A Commercial Office, Retail
Client Hongkong Land
Size 65,000 sqm GFA, 3 basements
Project Involvement Project Architect
Status Built 2004

Formerly Swire House, Chater House is a redeveloped office and 
retail space in Hong Kong's central business district. Seamlessly 
connected to adjacent properties through a series of covered 
elevated walkways, Chater House is designed to provide a large 
Grade A office floorplate of more than 22,000 sqft to serve Merchant 
Bank tenants' needs. The office space is fitted with a modern tartan 
grid ceiling system and raised floor, facilitating tenant space 
planning—the structural design of the typical floors is flexible to 
enable interconnecting staircases. These planning principles are 
echoed in the façade where a the unitised Curtain walling system 
employed a tartan grid layering through modularisation and 
prioritisation of the mullion and transome elements of the glazed 
wall.

Our Work

v
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Rasa Tower
Bangkok, Thailand
Type Grade A Commercial Office
Client Rasa Group
Size 80,000 sqm, 3 Basements
Project Involvement Project Director
Status Design Completed 2018

Rasa Group sought a design which would deliver a 
development of global reputation in the provision of workplace 
and commercial office buildings. The finished Rasa Tower is 
located along Phetchaburi Road; it is a commercial office 
tower providing efficient office space, F&B amenities, and car 
parking with a total GFA of 80,000sqm, making a positive 
impact on the surrounding neighbourhood. We provided 
architectural design and interior design of the public spaces. 
The building profile is an iconic wedge resulting from the 
sunlight set backs required by Thai Building code and creating 
a memorable impression when viewed from the adjacent 
highway. The interior lobby is grand and fronts a landscape 
plaza created by the set back from the street. This plaza 
creates a relief for the building from the heavy Bangkok traffic.

Our Work
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HCMC Administration 
Centre
District 1, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Type Government Administration
Client Bitexco Group
Size 35,000 sqm
Project Involvement Project Director
Status Design Completed 2018

An expanding economy and population left this historic 
headquarters in need of more space. Wishing to remain in the 
existing location within the CBD, the brief required the site’s 
redevelopment, allowing the removal of several existing 
structures. It was also crucial the new building not be visible 
above the existing historic structure from Nguyen Hue. In 
order to achieve the special requirements whilst meeting the 
city planning guidelines a central sunken courtyard was 
excavated between the old and new. This sunken courtyard 
reminiscent of traditional Vietnamese architecture and 
authentic to its location, was the successful component and 
unlocked this symbiotic solution.

Our Work
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Amigo Tower
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Type Grade A Commercial Office
Client Sunny World
Size 268,025 sqm, 3 basements
Project Involvement Project Director
Status Design Completed 2018

Located along the historic Nguyen Hue Boulevard of Ho Chi 
Minh City's District 1, Amigo Tower was designed to represent 
the loom from a traditional weaver's shuttle, reminiscent of the 
city's garment trade. Designed to the maximum height, the 
office lease spans create more leasable area per level, where 
the top of the tower is a single large floorplate, attracting high-
yield rent. The hotel lease spans are excellent, and the deep 
residential space can accommodate extra-large storage and 
recreation areas for the luxury residences. There are ample 
public spaces at the tower base, affording opportunities for 
theatre, gatherings, and open plaza.

Our Work

v
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RESIDENTIAL
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Our Work

Urban Green View
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Type High-rise Residential
Client Kusto Group
Size 93,150 sqm
Project Full Service Master Plan and Architecture
Status Design On-Going 2022

In designing the condominiums light and ventilation as well as the 
planning of the apartments for the life cycle of a middle class family 
was carefully considered, the product is a very liveable unit with 
sustainability of a healthy lifestyle foremost. Interest in the facades 
is created through random modulation of the windows and feature 
façade colour tones. Located in the New Thu Duc City, HCMC; the 
site is within 4 - 7 km of the Dynamic District 1 Central Business 
Zone. The projects targets the Mid-Upper segment of 
Condominium and provides extensive facilities challenging upper 
tier developments. The Master Plan consists of an ‘L’ form block, 
which is in fact 3 towers joined together, a single point block tower. 
All of which are 23 storeys in height – 2 shop house floors, a single 
amenity / office floor and 20 floors of residential condominium. The 
condominiums are, 1+, 2, 3 Beds ranging from 70 – 120 sqm in 
floor area. As the built area is focused around the perimeter of the 
site the remaining land is clear to utilise as amenity, central park 
zone and a lagoon pool; a second pool for lap swimming is placed 
on the 3rd floor of the L-block. 
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Our Work

Opal Park View
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Type High-rise Residential
Client Dat Xanh Group
Size 550,000 sqm
Project Involvement Concept MLP and Architecture
Status Design Completed 2021

Located in the Thuan An Town 17 km’s from the heart of the 
District 1 of Ho Chi Minh City. The Opal Park View project is 
delivering affordable housing to the growing population of this 
Dynamic City. The development land area is 50,426 sqm with 
the high rise land at 45,000 sqm; maximum land coverage 
ratio is 40% and the tower ratio 35%, with maximum of 40 
floors. The development is very dense with minimum spacing 
between blocks but the development location is improved with 
the provision of a park immediately connected to the 
residential land. The park provides essential amenity and 
recreation area for the resident population which will reach 
almost 20,000 persons. The architectural design focus is on a 
vertical designation of apartment locations and a feature 
crown. The building mass is reduced with vertical fins and 
feature neutral colour tones. The podium offers potential for 
shop house, retail mall, community space including Gym, 
Swimming Pool etc.
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Vinhomes Bason
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Type High-rise Residential
Client Vingroup
Size 250,000 sqm
Project Involvement Project Director 
Status Façade Design - Built 2018

Located in the heart of Ho Chi Minh City on Nguyen Huu Canh
Street and the famous Saigon River, this Vinhomes
development offers modern luxury high-rise residential living 
for Vietnam's growing middle-class. Appointed to design the 
concept façade for three different tower types across six 
residential tower blocks with commercial use on the first and 
second storeys; the towers' storey height ranges from 36-50 
floors. The challenge was to create a luxurious façade concept 
without making significant changes to the building planning or 
massing. Curtain wall featuring solar and acoustic control 
glazing was adopted and a modern sleek grid of vertical and 
horizontal emphasis created interest and scale for these 
elegant towers.

Our Work
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Nassim Residence
District 2, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Type Residential
Client Hongkong Land
Size 35,000 sqm
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Built 2017

Located in Thao Dien, District 2, Nassim Residence remains 
one of the highest quality luxury residential developments in 
Ho Chi Minh City. Located adjacent to an extreme bend in the 
river, the geography offers 270º River views. Looking to 
maintain these views in as many as 80% of the apartments, 
we created a linear development, having all of the apartments 
face outward toward the meandering river. Only the One 
Bedroom units faced the Thao Dien Urban Area. Nassim was 
the first development to introduce dedicated lifting to each 
apartment into the market; much like luxury aptments in other 
major Asian cities, they enjoy secure lift access for the tenants. 
A trend the city is seeing in increasing regularity. 

Our Work

v
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New Pearl Residence
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Type Luxury Condominium
Client Futa Group
Size 25,000 sqm, 3 Basements
Project Involvement Project Director
Status Design Completed 2012

The design of New Pearl Residence, a boutique luxury 
condominium located adjacent to the Independence Palace, 
the seat of historic government activity. The location made this  
very sensitive for redevelopment. We drew inspiration from the 
international-style architecture of the Reunification Palace and 
created a modern design. The site and planning parameters 
dictated the massing as the rectangular mass extruded to 
maximum height to achieve the maximum Gross Floor Area 
and the development was bounded closely on its boundaries 
by future high rise developments. We developed interlocking 
loft style unites in the body of the floor plate and created 
double height balcony to ensure good light and ventilation to 
the units. The interlocking character of the apartments was 
recreated and expressed in the façade.

Our Work
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Watermark Residence
Hanoi, Vietnam
Type Luxury Condominium
Client Refico Group
Size 25,000 sqm
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Built 2013

Adjacent to Hanoi’s magnificent Westlake, Watermark sits on 
an invaluable piece of land. Our brief was to provide a luxury 
offer in which as many apartments as possible had views of 
the lake, inspiring a one-sided core arrangement positioning 
all of the apartments to one side. With only ten apartments on 
each floor, we put in two cores to satisfy five apartments each 
to minimise stress on residents. Of interesting note, the one-
bedroom apartments had city rather than lake views but could 
easily and flexibly be purchased and combined with larger 
units. We felt the façade should have a softer nature given the 
beauty of the location. We worked hard to create gentle curves 
representing the lake’s rippling waves and ended up with an 
elegant, varied exterior. 

Our Work
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Lang Ha Residence
Hanoi, Vietnam
Type Residential
Client Hai Dang Invest
Size 26,000 sqm GFA
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Built 2018

This luxury residence is located in the dense urban context of 
Hanoi's Lang Ha District. The building façade was designed 
with a screen of terracotta panels, reminiscent of the bricks 
used in traditional Vietnamese architecture, bringing 
authenticity to the architecture and giving the tower an air of 
quality. The tower boast 8 luxury apartments per floor serviced 
by 3 high speed passenger lifts and a dedicated Fireman's 
service lift. The project delivers unparallel quality in space 
standards to residents and amenities in support of this 5 star 
residence setting the standard for Condominiums with the 
Hanoi Lang Ha District.

Our Work
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Hilton Saigon
District 1, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Type 5-star Hotel
Client Liberty Hotel Group
Size 40,000 sqm
Project Involvement Project Director
Status Built 2020

The 5-Star Hilton Saigon is a landmark addition to the Ho Chi 
Minh City skyline, strategically located as an icon of the rapidly 
redeveloping Central Business District and serving as a 
natural portal to a future planned bridge connections across 
the Saigon River. As Hilton Group's first hotel in Southern 
Vietnam, this central roundabout serves as an appropriate 
location for a ground breaking new Hotel. Standing at 35-
storeys, the hotel is adjacent to the new Vietin Bank HQ and 
historic Renaissance Hotel. A crown element is featured above 
the elegant slender tower, behind which a Sky Bar is created 
within a morphic shaped element. The bar is destined to 
become Vietnam’s hippest new destinations.

Our Work
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Alma Resort
North of Cam Ranh Peninsula

Our Work

• Type 5-star Hotel
• Client Alma Operator
• Size 3000,000 sqm
• Project Involvement Design Director
• Status Built 2020

The 5-star Resort offer 580 rooms with 200 villas with 
private pools and two 12 story high towers. 12 swimming 
pools cascading down to pristine long beach. 30 Hectares 
of beachfront villas and apartments on Vietnam’s scenic 
Cam Ranh peninsula. Alma is a perfect family resort with 
water park, science museum, art workshop, amphitheatre, 
movies theatre, kid’s club and youth centre. Alma offer 5 
restaurants with variety of cuisines from around the 
world. There are 13 spa treatment rooms, gym, yoga room 
and more.

v
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W Hotel @ Lavenue Crown
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Type 5-star Hotel
Client Lavenue
Size 65,000 sqm
Project Involvement Project Director
Status Design Completed 2018

As part of the Lavenue mixed-use HCMC project, W Hotel is 
a five-star landmark addition to the historic cityscape 
strategically located along Le Duan Boulevard, a storied 
passageway in the rapidly redeveloping District 1 CBD. As 
the first W Hotel in Southern Vietnam, it towers 40-storeys 
above the US and British Embassies and the Diamond Plaza 
Commercial Centre from its location within the city’s 
Embassy District. The tower is both elegant and striking with 
a double curved façade. The summit of the tower is a 
crescendo of the tower façade with a crown extending above 
the last floor providing an ideal location for the famous ‘W’ 
Branding. The podium in keeping with the tower is a sinuous 
wall of vertical Stainless Steel fins which undulate around the 
podium mass to create an active reflecting façade.

Our Work
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Our Work

Saigon Gem Development
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

Type Mixed Use Hospitality
Client Gemadep, Saigon Tourist
Size 65,000 sqm
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Design Completed

The Saigon Gem mixed-use development located in the heart 
of District 1 Ho Chi Minh City, on the Le Loi Boulevard corner 
with Nam Ky Khoi Nghia Street, a location that has traditionally 
been famous for the Saigon Square market. The façade 
represents each of its mixed-use elements vertically, with three 
varying treatments following the three different functions 
within. A vertical live green wall separates the façade 
expression on Le Loi Boulevard. At street level, the façade is 
transparent to create retail display opportunities targeting 
Grade A branded retail along the primary streets. Each of the 
elements claims its own entrance, with Le Loi serving the retail 
aspect, Nam Ky Khoi Nghia serving the hotel and residence, 
and a rear commercial office entrance, ensuring convenience 
for each building element.
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Four Seasons Hotel
Macau
Type Integrated 5-star Hotel, SA, Retail
Client Sands Group
Size 320,000 sqm
Project Involvement Project Director
Status Built 2007

Surrounded by the glamour and buzz of the Cotai Strip, Four 
Seasons Hotel Macao is a haven of elegant accommodations, 
Michelin-star dining, and innumerable opportunities for 
relaxation. Guests are invited to lounge by one of the five 
outdoor pools, pamper themselves with a decadent spa 
treatment, or enjoy afternoon tea in the lounge. 
The suites' expansive living room is the hub, where guests will 
find friends or family gathering for lively dinners and relaxed 
morning coffees, while sumptuous bedrooms are private 
sanctuaries. Connected to the hotel, the Plaza Casino offers 
an unparalleled level of service and a stylish interior that 
combines European elegance with Asian flair, offering thrilling 
experiences from adrenaline-pumping gaming to world-class 
entertainment, and high-end dining.

Our Work
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Song Hong Hotel
Hanoi, Vietnam
Type 5-star Hiotel
Client Song Hong Thu Do Trading, JSC
Size 38,000 sqm
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Design Completed 2015

Located along the shore of the beautiful Song Hong Lake with 
views of the golf course, the five-star Song Hong Hotel is a 
high-rise within a resort destination. The design is driven by 
the client's aspiration to develop the tallest tower in Song 
Hong as a feature hotel destination for those looking for a 
weekend getaway from Hanoi. The facilities are extensive with 
a conference centre and ballroom, an independent night club 
and restaurant, a large lagoon swimming pool adjacent to the 
lake, and 350 keys at 45 sqm, all with lake views. The hotel 
boasts an all-day dining restaurant with fantastic views as well 
as two speciality restaurants. Access to the hotel and facilities 
was carefully designed to ensure the guest arrival experience 
is seamless. The conference centre has independent access 
and coach parking.

Our Work
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Ocean Dunes Resort
Phan Thiet, Vietnam
Type Resort Hotel, Residential
Client Indochina Capital
Size 70,000 sqm
Project Involvement Project Director
Status Design Completed 2009

Ocean Dunes is the product of a renovation of an existing 
four-star hotel. We created larger keys by combining three 
bays into two and integrating a new hotel block with an 
interconnecting atrium to maintain the overall key count. The 
sea view condominiums and sea view villas add new real 
estate for-sale to the resort. The masterplan's design 
emphasised sea views, introducing a new golf clubhouse 
closer to the 18th green with apartments for visiting golfers. 
Connectivity between the golf course, beach, and ocean was 
vital and the placing of the Condominiums and Villas where 
highly considered to ensure that the site lines from the golf 
course to the ocean where maintained. 
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Our Work

Nautilus Yacht Club
Doha, Qatar

Type Yacht Clubhouse
Client Ashgal Qatar Municipality
Size 7,500 sqm
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Design Completed 2014

The Nautilus Yacht Club provides maintenance, berthing, and 
clubhouse facilities for up to five luxury yachts from the Royal 
Fleet. Designed to represent two nautilus shells sitting on the 
beach, the smaller body houses the administrative functions, 
including secured arrival, while the larger ‘shell’ is home to the 
clubhouse, bar, restaurant, and spa. We created the shell form 
using a sizeable leaf-like shading element and foils to protect 
from the sun’s heat. The foils could rotate around the inner 
shell protecting the environment from the direct solar gain of 
the intense sun. Security for the Royal patrons was of key 
importance and a significant drop off was provided to cater for 
the Royal cavalcade of limousines in arrival at the facility v
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Rochester Commons
One-North, Singapore
Type Mixed-use, Office, Hotel, Executive Centre
Client CapitaLand Limited
Size 45,000 sqm
Project Involvement Project Director
Status Built 2021

Rochester Commons is a mixed-use development located at 
One-North, a business hub for biomedical sciences, info 
COMM technology (ICT), and Media Industries in Singapore. 
Our design concept originated from the process of pollination, 
using the metaphor of bees working together to spread tiny 
particles of pollen and facilitating the production of seeds from 
which great plants will grow. Humans (bees) are attracted to 
the community (nectar) and, through interaction and 
knowledge sharing (transfer of pollen), generate new ideas 
(create seeds), which, in turn, attract a wider community 
(creates a garden), and the cycle continues. The building is 
connected through a knowledge trail to 5 colony traditional 
villas which will house the learning centres and provide the 
executive students with a unique setting for learning. The 
lower tower locates the conference and coworking areas.

Our Work
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Mercedes-Benz HQ
Bangkok, Thailand
Type Office, Showroom
Client BKK Group
Size 35,000 sqm
Project Involvement Project Director
Status Design Completed

Located at Bangna-Trad Road, this office tower and showroom 
is a single complex building. The challenge to the design 
process was to maximise the allowable GFA on the site whilst 
providing a Design which was credible as a MB Car 
Showroom of quality. The Mercedes-Benz showroom and 
offices include express service, body paint, control room, stock 
parking. We expressed the design in layers, with the 
showroom at the base incorporating the Mercedes-Benz 
corporate branding. The offices above include a residential 
suite for the chairman and his family with a rooftop garden 
amenity. The work shops and service bays where stacked to 
the rear of the tower with the prime accommodation pushed to 
the front prioritising views from the highway.

Our Work
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NYE Financial Centre
Bangkok, Thailand
Type Commercial Office, Retail Podium
Client NYE
Size 101,000 sqm
Project Involvement Project Director
Status Concept Design

The brief was to create a premier quality business and lifestyle 
hub. Ushering in a new chapter of history for the area's 
economy, the project reawakens Silom after many years 
without major development. Shaping and inspiring the entire 
neighbourhood, it represents the Centre of Silom Financial 
District. Ecological, sustainable design is the key to achieving 
a LEED Platinum certification, incorporating natural methods 
and reducing energy consumption. Sky garden terraces are 
incorporated into tower mass providing community spaces 
within the building which are connected to coworking amenity 
for the use of the tenants The development maximises FAR 
and makes the best use of the landscape, providing a mix of 
office and retail services. 

Our Work
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True Digital Park 
Bangkok, Thailand
Type Mixed-use Retail, Commercial
Client CP Group
Size 205,000 sqm
Project Involvement Project Director
Status Built

True Digital Park aims to be the most stylish, complete 
mixed-use development in the lower Sukhumvit area. The 
development area consists of residential, retail, offices, 
sports clubs, software parks, and entertainment studio  
workplaces. The project provides a new concept in 
coworking space targeting digital start ups in Bangkok. The 
anchor tenant is the True Digital Giant telecommunications 
provider.  The site is located on Sukhumvit adjacent to Soi
101/1, in an area that is experiencing rapid development 
growth for both commercial and residential uses. 
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Nexus 2
District 1, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Type Grade A Office, Retail
Client Refico Group
Size 68,000 sqm
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Design Completed 2013

Nexus 2 is located in Ho Chi Minh City’s Central Business District 
and connects to the future Mass Transit Railway Line Number 1. The 
development is mixed-use, combining office, residential, and retail 
functions. The masterplan provides unique and dedicated access to 
the different functions, which was a challenge on this congested site. 
To ensure a quality Grade A office the lobby is elevated to the first 
floor in the tower, providing space to create a grand lobby to serve 
the office and residential components. Escalators are strategically 
and conveniently positioned to the ground floor vehicle drop-off and 
taxi stands. The elevated lobby features a picture window, affording 
incredible streetscape and surrounding views. Double-storey lifts 
ensure efficient and convenient access throughout the building. The 
low rise block extends to the narrow end of the site and offers office 
space with a large open plan floor plate and coworking amenities.
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Pavilion Square
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Type Residential, Retail
Client VinaCapital
Size 85,000 sqm GFA, 3 basements
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Design Completed 2012

Occupying a centre-city location immediately adjacent to 
District 1, Pavilion Square was slated to be a high-density 
residential offer with commercial retail space as well as a 
relocation residence for the residents who previously occupied 
the site.
The podium level reserved for community retail and amenities, 
including a gym, clubhouse, and swimming pool, provides a 
recreation deck for residents, raising them 3-4 storeys above 
ground. We designed duplex penthouse units that span from 
tower to tower to maximise CBD views and create an iconic 
addition to the skyline. 
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Tan Da Plaza
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Type Mixed-use, Retail Podium
Client Sacom Bank
Size 70,000 sqm GFA, 30 storeys, 3 basements
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Concept and Scheme Design 2011

The Tan Da Plaza is a mixed-use development featuring two 
residential towers and a significant retail podium. The project 
is located along Vo Van Kiet Street and faces the inner city 
canal providing a fantastic backdrop for this retail space. The 
four-storey podium has a central atrium connecting each of the 
levels via escalators and lifts. Generous floor-to-ceiling heights 
help establish a good sightline between the levels, affording 
shoppers good visibility of the retail stores on various levels. 
The 2 towers are shaped in sinuous corves echoing the gently 
flowing canal and creating a development with interest and 
character along this primary artery of the Ho Chi Minh City. 
The Tan Da Plaza will become a city landmark development.
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Hinode City
Minh Khai, Hanoi, Vietnam
Type Mixed-use, Residential, Office, Retail
Client Vietracimex
Size 245,000 sqm GFA, 22 Storeys
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Design Completed 2012

Hinode City is located within the Minh Khai District of central 
Hanoi. Working from a functionally impractical existing 
masterplan, the proposed update carefully recrafted the 
existing blocks, creating voids and blocks of functionally 
sustainable dimensions. The gross floor area was maintained 
through the addition of interlocking and bridging elements. A 
central courtyard features green spaces and a sunken plaza to 
connect the basement retail elements and all three-building 
podiums. The final plan delivered 2,200 residential units.
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LIM Tower II
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Type Office, Retail
Client Viet Bank
Size 25,000 sqm GFA, 32,000 sqm GFA
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Built

LIM Tower II, located on Cach Mang Thang Tam Street in 
District 1, Ho Chi Minh City, is designed to provide the client 
with a high-quality commercial office space and commercial 
retail bank space. The retail façade along the main street 
provides tenants in the podium an opportunity to advertise 
their presence and draw consumers into the small vertical 
podium. Convenient access is achieved with a dedicated drop-
off area located along the northern edge of the development, 
connecting directly to the basement car parking. The project is 
served with quality MEP services, AC, FS and electrical; the 
design of the commercial office façade utilises IGU low-e 
coated glass set within a unitised curtain wall system, ensuring 
good visibility, environmental performance, and glare control. 
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Anh Duong Development
Danang, Vietnam
Type Residential, Hotel, Retail
Client HUD Vietnam
Size 158,000 sqm
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Design Completed 2012

This high-density, mixed-use development incorporates four towers, 
three residential and one commercial hotel and office megatower; 
modulation of building orientation, façade, and form undulation 
maximise ocean views across the project.
Inspired by the nearby mountains' aesthetic, we broke down the 
massing of the development and provided residents with view 
corridors by pixelating the towers. The in-and-out and stepping of the 
blocks make a positive impact on the skyline. This technique allowed 
us to create various apartment typologies in plan and section while 
incorporating sky gardens to serve as positive and negative spaces 
within the tower.
The finished project creates authenticity and an iconic presence at a 
prominent intersection in the burgeoning beach city of Danang.
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Phu My Metropolis
Hanoi, Vietnam
Type Mixed-use Residential, Commercial
Client Hai Dang Invest
Size 400,000 sqm GFA, 36 Storeys, 3 Basements
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Design Completed 2011

The Phu My Metropolis mixed-use development, a four-
storey retail podium with basement retail and four car 
parking Basement Levels. The development is primarily 
a residential function; with a three residential tower 
typologies, two point blocks and a linear block 
connecting the front and rear of the podium. Housing the 
luxury apartments are twin towers that sit in the 
landscaped plaza in front of the retail podium. Iconic in 
their design, the towers create a symbolic gateway to 
the development. The podium roof top is extensively 
landscaped and features sports and recreation amenity 
for the Residents. Central to the Landscape podium is a 
skylight which floods the retail with natural day light.
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Home City
Hanoi, Vietnam
Type Mixed-use Residential, Retail
Client Van Phu Invest
Size 220,000 sqm
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Built

Home City is located within the Trung Kinh Ward of 
Hanoi. Primarily a residential development, it hosts 
neighbourhood retail amenities in the podium with two 
swimming pools linked to the health club and spa. The 
client requested a classical architectural style; Level 
Architect sought inspiration for the classical high-rise 
architecture from the American mainland, primarily New 
York and Chicago.The finished development includes four 
towers, two of which are connected by a block of duplex 
apartments offering ‘villa’-style accommodation in a high-
rise configuration. The project offers a variety of unit sizes 
and styles for sale to the emerging Vietnamese middle-
class. 
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Halico Mixed-Use 
Project
Hai Ba Trung District, Hanoi
Type Serviced Apartment, Hotel, Office
Client VinaCapital
Size 35,000 sqm
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Design Completed

The Halico mixed-use development serves to reposition an 
industrial location in the heart of Hanoi's business district. 
Redesigned, the building serves as a commercial office, 
serviced apartment, and three-star hotel. These three 
elements were crafted into two massing elements which 
interlocked in both plan and 3-dimension, creating a thoughtful 
composition and an internal landscape courtyard. The internal 
function of the three elements was expressed with a slight 
change in façade design while maintaining existing materials 
and technology to ensure the development was viewed as a 
single entity in the urban streetscape. 
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Trade Winds 
Waterfront
Belgrade, Serbia
Type Hotel, Residential, Office, Retail
Client Tradewinds Corporation
Size 69,000 sqm
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Design Commended

Submitted for a design competition for a mixed-use 
development in Serbia, this waterfront site in this historical 
city's new development zone was approved to be a residential, 
hospitality, retail, and commercial plot. We adopted a unified 
approach to the four mid-rise towers, three commercial and 
one hotel, creating four similarly modern buildings in form 
while differentiating the façade modulation based on building 
function. The five-star hotel stands out with unique copper-
colour glass, hinting at the luxury interiors. With retail and 
F&B, the retail podium serves as a free-form pedestal for the 
four towers, creating an active, sustainable waterfront lifestyle.
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Venezia Resort
Binh Thuan, Vietnam
Type 6-star Hotel, Condotel, Villa, Beach Facilities
Client Danh Viet, JSC
Size 73 ha
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Ongoing 2020

Designed as a year-round coastal, residential community, 
rather than a second-home or tourist destination, we were 
deeply inspired by the landscape and beautiful white-sand 
frontage. Incorporating a six-star hotel with luxury villas, the 
resort community is home to artificial lagoons with natural, 
potable, crystal blue water. Large elements of the residential 
area were created around water elements, which added a 
recreational aspect while ensuring each villa had its own 
waterfrontage, ultimately adding value to the lifestyle and 
property itself. The amenities at Venezia include destination 
F&B around an authentic Vietnamese Fishing Port bringing 
extended life to the traditional industry of the area.
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Galaxy Mixed-Used 
Resort
Heng Qin Island, PRC
Type 5-star Hotel, Residential, Sport 
Client Galaxy Group
Size 250,000 sqm
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Design Completed 2015

Galaxy Group envisaged a masterplan that would incorporate 
five- and six-star hotels around recreational lagoons as well as 
two international 18-hole golf courses. In order to be approved 
by the Chinese government, the masterplan must integrate 
sport and entertainment facilities, requiring a delicate balance 
between sport, recreation, and residential components, 
including villas for sale, which would ultimately fund the 
project. The amenities included a glazed dome which featured 
an indoor Spa and Wellness centre; a beach with waves and a 
rock cliff with authentic water fall.
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Gaya Island
Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia
Type Mixed Residential, Leisure, Hospitality
Client Borneo International Resorts
Size 2,000,000 sqm
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Design Completed 2014

The existing Kota Kinabalu City is bounded by steep 
mountains on one side and the ocean on the other, restricting 
expansion and development. The Gaya Island Reclamation 
was proposed to expand its existing CBD while creating a 
luxury mixed-use development with a recreation and 
hospitality focus. The intention to create a new City Centre 
with a CBD, Residential, Hospitality and Amenity focus by 
reclamation of a shallow and non-sustainable coral bed. The 
project featured a new Ocean Terminal within a new city 
harbour surrounded by Hotel, Residential, Sports and Event 
Stadium. This project is the vision of Kota Kinabalu 2020.
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Mirax Cam Ranh
Resort
Cam Ranh Bay, Nha Trang, Vietnam
Type Resort Hotel and Residential
Client Mirax Group
Size 57,000 sqm
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Design Completed 2011

The Cam Ranh Bay has a rugged and natural beauty as a
virgin beach location destined to be one of Asia’s top resort
destinations. The topography of the site features a steep
dune sloping towards the ocean and main road. The project
includes five-star accommodation a 250-room hotel, 150
Condominiums, and 40 luxury villas, as well as entertainment
facilities. The hotel was carefully crafted to provide sea view
rooms and a lagoon pool cascading to the beach front. The
condominiums were positioned on the crest of the dune with
an overview of the resort and 180-degree ocean and
mountain views.
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Thu Thiem Masterplan
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Type Mixed-use Masterplan
Client VinaCapital
Size 1,000,000 sqm
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Design Completed 2009

This 63-hectare masterplan is part of the Thu Thiem New 
Urban Area of HCMC. The plan was developed as part of the 
developer’s bid to secure the site for investment and 
development. The use was proposed to include mixed, retail, 
commercial, hospitality, and residential, and featured sports 
stadia, an aquatic centre, and an athlete’s accommodation. A 
50-metre set-back to the river was maintained as part of the 
planning guidelines, and a 99-storey mixed-use tower was 
positioned at the rear overlooking the development, river, and 
historic city beyond. This was viewed as an adventurous future 
for HCMC and the Thu Thiem New Urban centre and in 2021 
is being realised as part of the Empire City Development.
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Cyan Resort Masterplan
Danang, Vietnam
Type Resort Hotel, Residential
Client Lung Lo 5
Size 110,000 sqm
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Design Completed 2011

Situated between Danang and Hoi An, this resort sits on a 
prime 400-metre stretch of beachfront real estate. The five-star 
hotel holds a superior location in the middle of the site. To the 
north, luxury residential villas are arranged in five clusters at 
different levels to ensure sea views throughout. The south is 
home to a hotel wherein the corridors run perpendicular to the 
beach, integrating the courtyard landscape while the garden 
villas with ocean-view condos to the roadside. A breath-taking 
site, the design is contoured from front to rear to maximise 
ocean views for each property type.
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Ho Tram Master Plan
Ho Tram Beach, Vietnam
Type Resort Hotel, IR, MICE
Client Asia Coast Development
Size 1,000,000 sqm
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Design Completed 2012

The Ho Tram Resort is an integrated casino resort 
development is located 2.5 hours from Ho Chi Minh City. 
Designed to be a destination resort, the project incorporates 
leisure, hospitality, residential, events arena, MICE facilities, 
and a pier to connect the Resort to Ho Chi Minh City. There 
are prime ocean views across the resort; undulating dunes 
behind, provide an opportunity to design a sinuous and 
curvaceous masterplan. Phase 1 of the development is 
complete, with the next phase projected to finish by 2025. On 
the beautiful dunes an 18 hole International Golf course has 
been planned. The Bluffs Ho Tram is destined to be one of 
Vietnam’s premiere Golf Courses.
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Lac Viet Villas
Binh Thuan, Vietnam
Type Residential Villas
Client Danh Viet, JSC
Size Various
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Design Completed

This project follows the concept masterplan of the 'Venezia' 
brand development, a reference to the historic and beautiful 
city of Venice, Italy. The client appointed Level Architect to 
design six villa and shophouse types to create a modern twist 
for the Venetian architectural style. A great deal of 
consideration was given to creating a family of villas with a 
common architectural expression that was fresh and new to 
Vietnam's coastal region. With curved glazed corners, the villa 
expression was softened, and a reference to the curvaceous 
elements contained within traditional Italian architecture 
prevailed. Combined with a Nautical flavour making the villa 
designs authentic to the location, the sustainability of these 
villas was enhanced with Solar panels across a large area of 
the roof.
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VCD Waterpoint
Long An Province, Vietnam
Type Low-rise Residential
Client Nam Long
Size 355 ha
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Design Completed

The brief to provide a full design concept, up through 
construction documents, for six villa types. Providing 
prospective buyers with variety, the villas are modern 
contemporary and focus on lifestyle in the new suburban 
location. We developed a strong concept language through 
the expression of volumes, expressed through interlocking 
geometric forms, creating interest and scale in the design. 
These volumes are represented through the application of 
carefully selected materials for the location and climate. The 
villas provide a resort feel to a new urban setting which is 
relevant to the tropical climate and rural setting of the Dong 
Nai Province.
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Bokor Mountain Villas
Kampot, Cambodia
Type Luxury Villas
Client Sokha Hotel Group Cambodia
Size
Project Involvement Project Director
Status Design Completed

These large, high-end residential villas were commissioned 
to be designed and incorporated into an existing masterplan 
atop the historic, remote and beautiful, Bokor Mountain. We 
designed eight different regional and architectural styles to 
attract buyers from the global market, considering the 
altitude, tropical climate, and changing climatic conditions. 
The location is stunning with a flat plateau over1000m above 
sea level offering temperament climate within a tropical 
setting. The views from the plateau amazing with Pho Quoc 
Island in view on most days. This location offers the 
opportunity to escape the world and relax in a undisturbed, 
historic and interesting environment.
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Nam Long Sales 
Gallery
Dong Nai, Vietnam
Type Residential Sales Office 
Client Nam Long, Keppel Land
Size 10,000 sqm
Project Involvement Design Architect
Status Design Completed

To be built adjacent to a highway, Nam Long and Keppel Land 
wanted a Sales Gallery that created a sense of mystery and 
intrigue while attracting the public to stop in and see what was 
inside. We designed a building in two volumes; the entrance 
was smaller and more compact, serving as the administrative 
centre, while the other end served as the exhibition space. A 
sinuous and geometric roof and canopy wrapped around the 
two volumes to create a whole. Answering the brief, the 
outside was unique and unlike what was on display on the 
inside; the building was noticeable with a large feature window 
facing the highway revealing the activity and display inside.
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ACLEDA Bank
Phnom Penh, Cambodia

Type Bank HQ Office Building
Client Acleda Bank 
Project Involvement Interior Design Director
Status Built 2015

Description Interior Design and Space Planning for the Acleda
Bank HQ Building in Phnom Penh Cambodia. Functional 
Space planning by department and implementation in a 
strategic plan satisfying the Bank’s projected growth to 2020. 
Interior design FF&E delivering a Grade A Corporate HQ 
Building. An authentic interior was created to echo the Khmer 
arts and crafts, bringing context and  reference to the Bank’s 
heritage. The space included an executive floor with Board 
Room; Conference Centre and a Staff / executive Dining Suite.
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Facebook APAC 
HQ Office
Singapore
Type Commercial Office Interior
Client Facebook
Size 2038 workstations
Project Involvement Project Director
Status Built

The creation of the new Facebook APAC Headquarters is a 
unique opportunity for the Facebook community to come 
together in a dynamic, vibrant, and welcoming environment. It 
enhances productivity and fosters a sense of inclusive 
community through the collective energy of its people. The 
Facebook APAC Headquarters will be a great place to work, 
where Facebook’s identity and the local context are celebrated 
through thoughtfully curated design experiences. 
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RMIT University
District 7, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Type Campus Building
Client RMIT Melbourne Australia
Size 
Project Involvement Project Director
Status Design Completed

This new student learning building includes classrooms 
designed for flexible learning creativity with space to 
facilitate many forums and collectives, break out spaces at 
all levels, and clever use of acoustic loose furnishings. This 
campus building houses a sizeable multi-purpose 
auditorium, canteen, and Campus Administration functions 
such as student interviews, initiation, and marketing. The 
interior design reflected the iconic architecture of the 
building exterior and crated an interesting character for the 
main circulation void which rose through all building levels 
connecting classrooms to conference centre and student 
amenities. Interior design and space planning for Academic 
Building 2 at the RMIT Campus in Ho Chi Minh City 
Vietnam. 
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Microsoft Office
Hanoi, Vietnam
Type Office
Client Microsoft
Size 1,000 sqm
Project Involvement Project Director
Status Built

Microsoft corporate offices in Hanoi were designed to 
incorporate Microsoft’s workplace design standards whilst 
providing a level of authenticity in the use of feature elements 
and materials, firmly locating the project in Vietnam. Besides 
the workplace, the design also includes a show suite for the 
display and testing of Microsoft products. A media display and 
PCs focus on the unique elements of Microsoft's products. The 
design of the workplace embodies Microsoft culture and the 
innovative and unique workplace philosophy created in the 
heart of the USA and exported to Vietnam. This was 
Microsoft's first foray into Vietnem with a full office and 
showcentre; as such it was essential that the project met high 
standards in design and finish.
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HK Boundary 
Crossing Facility
Hong Kong–Zhuhai–Macau Bridge
Type Customs, Immigration, Police Border Check
Client The Highways Department of HK/SAR
Size 250,000 sqm
Project Involvement Project Director
Status Built 2018

Serving as the processing facility for the Hong Kong to Zhuhai 
and Macao Bridge, the HK Boundary Crossing Facility handles 
immigration, customs, quarantine, and security for the bridge 
crossing connecting Hong Kong to the greater Pearl River 
Delta of Zhuhai and Macau. The undulating roof form 
represents the Pearl River Delta's silver rippling forms, while 
the rich interiors include a timber ceiling, which is 
representative of historic naval construction. The project is 
extensive with border control facilities and toll booths to 
manage the Coach, Car and Commercial Truck traffic across 
this historic bridge which will ultimately unite the economic 
centres of this industrial and prosperous centre of the PRC.
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Suvarnabhumi Airport
Bangkok, Thailand
Type Airport Satellite Terminal
Client Airport Authority of Thailand
Size 250,000 sqm
Project Involvement Project Director
Status Design Completed 2014

Concept Design for the expansion of the Bangkok 
Suvarnabhumi Airport as part of a government-initiated bid 
process. Adding a sleek, tapering element to the concourse 
roof, the design is most expansive in the middle of the 
concourse, containing retail, F&B, and the escalator void, 
connecting the departures and arrivals levels to the APM 
system and transports passengers to/from the Main Terminal 
Building. With its grand sweeping arch, timber structure, and 
ceiling finish, the interior architecture is reminiscent of a 
traditional Thai Sala, bringing context and authenticity to the 
design.
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Asia Games Velodrome
Hanoi, Vietnam
Type Velodrome, Hotel, Retail
Client Asia Games Development Group
Size 20 ha
Project Involvement Design Director
Status Competition Win, 2014

The Hanoi speed dome development was to be developed for 
the Vietnam Asian Games. The project was funded by a South 
Korean company famous for professional Keirin Races at the 
Gwangmyeong Velodrome. Speedom Cycle Race Velodrome 
is where professional keirin races are held in Korea every 
week of the year. The dome's masterplan and design was a 
metaphor for cycling cadence, the repetitive spinning of the 
pedals and crank arm of a bicycle to achieve a higher speed; 
the faster the cadence in high gear, the faster the cyclist will 
travel. The dome's spinning rings extend across the access 
road to provide a canopy and bridge link to the included hotel, 
office, and residential serviced apartments
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Terminal 2, HKIA
Hong Kong, PRC
Type Airport Terminal Concourse
Client HK Airport Authority
Size 210,000 sqm
Project Involvement Project Director
Status Built 2007

Terminal 2 of Hong Kong International Airport is a 
transportation interchange connecting air traffic with bus, rail 
and ferry networks with expanded capacity for passenger 
processing and retail, dining, and entertainment facilities for 
the airport. With signature orange-fritted glass material, 
transportation gateways highlight connecting points to various 
modes of transport, aiding passenger legibility at the terminal. 
Movement is expressed within built elements such as the 
ceiling, façade and canopy. At either end of the Terminal 
Concourse are 2 Commercial office buildings, standing as 
markers or sentinels for the departure passengers along the 
departures kerb; the office buildings one dedicated to the HQ 
of the HKAA.
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SkyPier, HKIA
Hong Kong, PRC
Type Ferry Terminal Concourse
Client HK Airport Authority
Size 15,000 sqm
Project Involvement Project Director
Status Built 2008

The SkyPier is the sea gateway to the Hong Kong 
International Airport, providing a ferry connection to the 
greater Pearl River Delta. The SkyPier facility is 
connected to the Airport Terminal 2 passenger processing 
via the Automated Passenger Mover. In keeping with the 
movement theme and passenger wayfinding legibility of 
the Terminal 2, the APM passenger screen doors utilise 
orange-fritted glass screens. A large glazed window is 
integrated into the secure façade to facilitate natural light 
and a framed view of Terminal 2 for passengers arriving 
and departing via ferry. Stainless steel mesh is further 
utilised to enhance this otherwise simple building.
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Thao Dien,  D ist r ic t  2 ,  HCMC
Levelarch i tect .com
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